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Knowledge Sharing

• Internal matters: composition, improvement for procedures for K-Centres and mobility grants
• More proactive strategy for establishing more K-Centres
• KSI more visible on the website
• 6 Current K-Centres:
• Spanish (3 partners); Treebanking (2 -> 3 partners); Danish Helpdesk (3 partners); Phonogrammarciv (Vienna); Speech analysis (Sweden); Language learning analysis (USA)
• 5 are on their way, most quite advanced; 4 from Sweden!
Usability workshop

• Part of CLARIN-PLUS, not (yet) a permanent committee
• Busy workshop with 15 participants
• Criteria for evaluating usability -> do the questionnaire!
• Testing scenarios for website and some central services -> do the interview and testing in the breaks!
• Much feedback on the new website: elements of home page, menu structure, audience-specific access points, wording